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concept | ˈkɒnsɛpt |

noun


an abstract idea: structuralism is a difficult concept | the concept of justice.


• a plan or intention: the centre has kept firmly to its original concept.


• an idea or invention to help sell or publicize a commodity: a new concept in 
corporate hospitality.


• [as modifier] (of a car or other vehicle) produced as an experimental model to test 
the viability of innovative design features: a concept car for next month's Geneva 
motor show.


• Philosophy an idea or mental image which corresponds to some distinct entity or 
class of entities, or to its essential features, or determines the application of a term 
(especially a predicate), and thus plays a part in the use of reason or language.

Oxford Dictionary of English



Some Concepts in Various Disciplines



Concept in Design







Integration of systems



User scenarios



User scenarios



Concept in Library Science







Ontologies vs. Thesauri



Concept in Sociology







Modes of Existence (AIME)



Concept in Architecture



Analogous City (1978)



Capricci, Canaletto



Analogous City, The Map (2016)



Concept in Digital Humanities



Time Machine



Concept in Data Visualization



Affinity is the intellectual and operational closeness 
between scholars

Concept of Affinity







What finally is a concept in Philosophy



Qu’est-ce crée un philosophe? Un philosophe, c’est 
pour moi quelqu’un qui crée des concepts. Ça 

implique beaucoup de choses: que le concept soit 
quelque chose à créer, que le concept soit le terme 

d’une création. 

Le concept, c’est un système de singularités prélevé 
sur un flux de pensée. 

Pour moi il y a autant de création dans la fabrication 
d’un concept que dans la création d’un grand peintre 

ou d’un grand musicien.

Deleuze, Gilles. 1980. “Dernière Année, Vincennes.” Les Courses De Gilles Deleuze. 



comparison, i.e., the likening of mental images to 
one another in relation to the unity of 
consciousness; 

reflection, i.e., the going back over different 
mental images, how they can be comprehended in 
one consciousness; and finally  

abstraction or the segregation of everything else 
by which the mental images differ ...

Kant. Logic, §6



The Concept as a Way to Collaborate



Lately I attended two meetings respectively about 
Digital Humanities and Interdisciplinarity. 

In both meetings, the proposal was to forget 
definitions of the discipline and just work together. 

Collaboration and design are better than any 
definition. 

Concepts can be seen as a way to collaborate.

Collaborations



Previously I introduced few concepts I was working 
with: Affinity, Analogy, Alignement, etc. 

The proposal is simply to select few concepts 
and work on them. This is specially relevant for the 

final part of the project, in which we design two 
products, the book and the web application.



The idea is to develop a design object from a concept, 
and then differentiate it according to the media.



Few Ideas



Metrics 

Media 

Materiality 

Creativity



Instrument of measurement (Astrolab)



Experiment with different media (Volvelle)



Materiality (Globes)



Fantastic Couple of Gianni Rodari 

🐼 + 🏙

Creativity



Move a concept 
from philosophy to design 

as a creative act

Creativity



Thanks


